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Students taking action on Environmental
Protection in armed conflict for

World Environment Day
#FORCEDTOFIGHTIHL
Thank you for your interest in the Canadian Red Cross Youth Action Campaign 2022. With the
recent launch of Miguel’s story at https://forcedtofight.ca/, we encourage teachers and
students to explore his choices. Miguel is forced to fight against the environmental destruction
and attacks on his Indigenous village by armed groups in South America. As students learn more
about the conflict surrounding his village, the contest portion of the Youth Action Campaign will
give them the opportunity to share with other youth in Canada about what they learned and
their suggested call to action.
This package has been put together to give you all the information you need for
the Youth Action Campaign. It includes instructions, sample entries, and contact information.
We look forward to receiving students’ creative submissions!

For more information and to register for the campaign click here.

Examples of submissions:
Below are some posts that have been submitted along with the questions that inspired these
posts Be creative with your responses to the questions below in the posts that you share over
social media using the hashtag #ForcedtoFighIHL and over email to
humanitarianeducation@redcross.ca.
1) Describe your reaction to Miguel's story in Forced to Fight? What did you learn?
2) What should be done to protect civilians and/or the environment in situations of armed
conflict? What could be done by either: i) the countries and armed groups involved in conflict
OR ii) the United Nations or international courts, OR iii) the Canadian Government OR iv)
students like you?

Questions or more information?
Please do not hesitate to contact Fatimah Al-Toum at Fatimah.al-toum@redcross.ca or
humanitarianeducation@redcross.ca if you require more information or have any questions.

